A. KASUE be the solutions of the equation :
with f(O)=O and f'(0)=1.
Let h be the solution of the equation :
h"+Rh=O with h(0)=1 and h'(0)=A.
Set C1(R, A)=inf {t : t>O and h(t)=0} and C2(R, A)=inf {t : t>0 and h'(t)=0}. If h > 0 (resp. h' >0) on [0, oo), we understand C1(R, A)-+ oo (resp. C2(R, A)= +oo). THEOREM A. Let M be a connected, complete Riemannian manifold of class (R, A). Then :
(1) i (M) <C1(R, A).
(2) I f C1(R, A) < +oo and disM(p, aM)=C1(R, A) for some p E M, then M is isometric to the closed ball B(C1(R, A) : R) in the simply connected space form Mm(R) of constant curvature R.
(3) C1(R, A)<+oo if and only if R>O, R=0 and A<O, or R<O and A< -4f_R , THEOREM B. Let M be a connected, complete Riemannian manifold of class (R, A). Suppose aM is disconnected and it has a compact connected component I'1. Then:
(1) I f R=0 and A=0, M is the isometric product [0, a] x I'1.
.
(2) I f R)-0, then A>0 and min dish (n 1 1i I;) <2C2(R, ), where { ['}j=1,2,... j25j are the connected components of dM. Moreover i f min disM(I'1i I;)=2C2(R, A), 2s_j then M is isometric to the warped product [0, 2C2(R, 11)] x h''1. For the definition of warped products, see [1] . THEOREM C. Let M be a connected, complete Riemannian manifold of class (R, A). Suppose aM is compact but M is noncompact. Then: (1) R O.
(2) If R=0 and A=0, then aM is connected and M is the isometric product [0, oo) x aM.
(3) I f A<0, R <O and A>_ -/7?. Moreover i f A=-,/J7, then M is isometric to the warped product [0, oo) X hdM.
In the first assertion of Theorem B, we cannot delete the assumption that aM has a compact component, in contrast to the theorem of Burago and Zalgaller cited above. In fact, it is well known that there is a nonparametric minimal hypersurface in Rm (m>9) with the form : x m = k (x 1, ..
•, X m1) 1) defined for all (x', ••• , xm-1), where k is not linear (cf. [2] ). Set M={(x1, Then M satisfies all the conditions of (1) in Theorem B except that aM has a compact component, but M is not the isometric product [0, a] X T.
We shall illustrate the method to prove our main theorems briefly. For example, let M be a Riemannian manifold of class (R, A). We assume there is a point p in the interior Mo of M such that pi(p)=i(M) (p1=disM(dM, *)). Then the Laplacian comparison theorem of [9] tells us that the Laplacians apt and ape of pl and p2 (p2=disM(p, *)) in the sense of distributions satisfy
as a distribution on Q, that is, p1+p2 is superharmonic on Q. Set w_ {x E May {p} : pi(x)+ p2(x)=i(M)} . Then Ct) is a nonempty closed subset contained in Q. Since p1+p2 takes the minimum i(M) on w (CSC), it is equal to i(M) everywhere on M. Therefore we see that the exponential map expp at p restricted to the closed ball V with radius i(M) in the tangent space Mp at p induces a diff eomorphism between V and M. The equality discussion in the Laplacian comparison theorem shows that for every v E V, the sectional curvature of any plane tangent to (a(t)=expp tv) is equal to R. This shows that i(M)=C1(R, A) and M is isometric to B(C1(R, A) ; R).
After the preparation of this paper, the author was informed that Ichida [8] has also proved the assertion (1) of Theorem B, independently.
Finally the author would like to express sincere thanks to Professor T. Ochiai for his helpful advice and encouragement.
Preliminary.
Let M be a connected, complete Riemannian manifold of dimmension m. We assume the boundary aM of M is nonempty and smooth, unless otherwise stated. We write Ma for the interior of M. For a connected open subset A of M, we denote by disA(x, y) the distance between two points x and y in A induced by the Riemannian metric of M restricted to A. Then, in general, disA(x, y)>_ disM(x, y). Let N be a closed subset of M. We write QN for the subset of all the points x in M0\N which can be joined to N by a geodesic 6 : [0, l] --k M such that o(0, l))CM0, disM(N, a(t))=t for tE [0, l] , and Q(lx)=x for some lxE (0, l) . 'Then by the definition of Q N, we see that for x E QN, a geodesic a as above is uniquely determined up to l x, so that we write a x for the above geodesic a restricted to [0, 1j. Suppose N is a point p of Mo. Let x be a point of Q p. Then it follows A. KASUE from the definition of Q p that, in the tangent space Mp at p, there is a connected, open neighborhood Cp, x of a segment {tax(0) : 0<t<lx (lx=disM (x, p)} which has the following properties :
The exponential map exp p at p restricted to C p, x induces a diff eomorphism between C p, x and its image. We write Cp, x for the image expp (Op, x) of such a C p, x. Then for any y =exppv (v E C p, x), discp , x (p, y) = ll v Il, so that the distance function p =discp , x (p, *) is a smooth function on Cp, x\ { p} . Furthermore we have the following (1.1) LEMMA (cf. [9: Lemma 2.5]). Suppose M is of class (R, A). Then f or any x E bG p, the distance function p =discp, x (p, *) satisfies PROOF. For the proof of the first assertion, see, e.g., the proof of Corollary (2.44) in [9] . Now suppose aM is compact but M is noncompact. Then by the first assertion, we see that {xEM: disM(aM, x) a} is compact for each a?O. Therefore there is a sequence {x} of Mo such that dish (aM, x n) is divergent as n --> C)o. Let an : [0, ln] -+ AI be a geodesic such that disM (aM, 6n(t))=t for t [O, l n] and c(l)=x. nnnSince aM is compact, we can find a subfamily of {Qn} which converges to a geodesic 6 : [0, oo) -M. Such a geodesic o is a required one. This completes the proof of Lemma (1.5).
(1.6) LEMMA. Let M be a connected, complete Riemannian manifold with boundary aM. Suppose aM is disconnected and has a compact component, say I'1, and suppose disM (I'1i I'2)= min disM (T i If), where {I'j} j=1, 2,..., k (k E {2, 3, ... , oo} ) 2j~k are the connected components of dM. Then the set w= {x M0 : disM (1'1i x)+ disM (1 2, x)=disM (I'1, F2)} is a nonempty closed subset of Mo and for each x Ew, there is a unique geodesic Q : , rn(t) )=t for t E [0, on] and further disM (x, rn(t))+disM (rn(t), yn)= dis (x, y n) for t [O, on] (cf. [10: Theorem 7.1]). Suppose the case (i) takes place for infinitely many y n, say { y n j} j=1, 2,.... Then we find a subfamily of {an j} which converges to a geodesic a: [0, l] -> M. Then a(t) is clearly an element of w for t E (O, l). Now suppose the case (ii) takes place for infinitely many y n, say {y n k} k=1, 2,.... Then kimdisM(znk, ynk)=0 (znk-rnk(ank)), since disM(x, znk)>_l and lkimdisM(x, ynk)=l.
Therefore limdisM(x, znk)=l. Hence we can find a subfamily of {rnk} which converges to a geodesic r : [0, l] --~ M such that r(t) is contained in w for each t E (0, l). Thus we . see that w is not empty. Now let x be any point of w. Then by Lemma (1.5) and the above argument, we see that there are two geodesics a1: (0)=x, and disM(1'2, a2(t))=l2-t for tE [O, l2] . Define a curve 6 : [0, l] -~ M by a(t)=a1(t) for t E [0, ll] and a (t) = a2(t-h) for t E [l1, l] . Then by the definition of w, we see that the above a is the required geodesic. This completes the proof of Lemma (1.6).
(1.7) LEMMA. Let M be a connected, complete Riemannian manifold with boundary aM. Let p be a point of Mo. Then for any x such that disM (x, p) <disM (aM, p), there is a geodesic a : [0, l] -* Mo such that disM (p, Q(t))=t for
For the proof, see, e.g., that of Corollary (2.35) in [9] . Now we consider the case dM is empty. Let N be a Riemannian manifold of dimension n without boundary. We assume there is an isometric immersion 
as a distribution on {x M: 0<p(x)<C1(R, 0)}, where f and h are respectively the solutions as in Lemma (1.1) and as in Lemma (1.3) (A=0). Moreover when N is a (imbedded) submani f old, the equality in ( where Bt (r(t))= {x EM: disM(r(t), x)<t}. A Busemann function rir : M--R with respect to r is defined as follows : for every point x E M, let ~1 1(x)= aim {disM (r(t), x)-t}.
The right-hand side is bounded from below by -disM (r(0), x) and is monotone decreasing with t. Hence it converges uniformly on each compact set of M as t --cc. Then we have the following two lemmas.
( PROOF. Set pt=disM (r(t), *). Then Corollary (2.45) in [9] tells us that pt satisfies 4(pt-t) <(m-1) (f'7 f) (pt) as a distribution on Bt(r(t))\{r(t)}, where f is the solution as in Lemma (1.1). Since B(i(t)) C B3(r(s)) (s >t) and pt-t converges uniformly on each compact set of M as t --oo, we see that z =lim apt<_(m-1) lim (f'/f)(pt)=(m-1)V-R as a distribution on Br= tU Bt(r(t)). This completes the proof of Lemma (1.13).
Finally we shall give the following (1.14) LEMMA. Let f and h be, respectively, the solutions as in Lemma (1.1) and as in Lemma (1.3). Set C1(R, A)=inf{t: t>_0, h(t)<0}(<_+oo), C2(R, A)= inf {t : t_>_o, h'(t)<-0} (<_+oo), C3(R, A) = inf {t : t>0, f (t) <_ 0} (<_ + oo). Suppose C1 (R, A) < + oo. Then we have Throughout this section, we use the same notations as in the previous sections.
PROOF OF THEOREM A. The first assertion is well known.
But for the completeness, we shall show it from our version. Suppose i(M)>C1(R, A). Then by Lemma (1.5), we can find a point p in QaM such that disM (p, 9M)=C1(R, A), On some neighborhood CaM, p\aM of p, the distance function p=discaM, p (CaM, p naM, *) is smooth and satisfies: ap(p)<(m-1)(h'/h)(p(p))=--oo by (1.4) . This is a contradiction.
Therefore we see that i(M) < C1(R, A). Now suppose disM (p, dM)=C1(R, A) for some p E Mo. Put w= {x Mop { p} : disM (aM, x)+ disM (p, x)=C1(R, A)}. Then by Lemma (1.5) and Lemma (1.7), we see that w consists of all the points in Ma \ { p} which lie on geodesics a : [0, C1 (R, A)] -* M such that disk (aM, c(t))=t for t E [0, C1 (R, A)] and disM (p, Q(t))=C1(R, A)-t, so that w is a nonempty closed subset of Mo \ { p } contained in I2 M n Q p. Now we claim that w is an open subset, so that w=Ma \ { p} . In fact, for any x E w (CQaM n Q), we see by (1.2) that, on some neighborhood Cp, x \ {p} of x, the distance function pl=disc p , x(p, *) is smooth and satisfies and by (1.4) that, on some neighborhood CaM, x CaM of x, the distance function p2=discaM, x (CaM, x n dM, *) is smooth and satisfies
By (2.2) and (2.3), we have
on some neighborhood U of x (U=(Cp, x\ { p}) n (CaM, x\aM)). On the other hand, it follows from the definitions of pl and p2 that pl+p2>_-C1(R, A) and p1(x)+ p2(x) =C1(R, A). Moreover (1.15) implies that the right-hand side of (2.4) is nonpositive on U, that is, p1+p2 is superharmonic on U. Hence by the minimum principle for superharmonic functions, we see that, on a neighborhood U' of x (U'CU), (2.5) pi+p2=Ci (R,  A) and hence (2.6) api=(m-1) (f'/f) (pi) Then (2.5) shows that x is an interior point of w, since pl±p2?disM(p, *)+ disM(aM,, *)?C1(R, A). Thus w is an open and closed subset of Mop{p}, so that w= Mo \ { p} = {x E M : 0 <disM (p, x) <C1(R, A)}. This implies that the exponential map expp at p restricted to the closed ball V = {v E Mp : IlvII <Ci (R, )} induces a diffeomorphism between V and M. Moreover (2.6) and the equality discussion in Lemma (1.1) tell us that for any xEM0\{p}, the sectional curvature of any plane tangent to Qx is equal to R, where cr : [0, l] --M is the unique geodesic joining p to x. Therefore we can conclude that M is isometric to B(C1(R, A) ; R). The assertion (3) of the theorem follows from the definition of h. This completes the proof of Theorem A.
PROOF OF THEOREM B. Let {J'}, jja..., k be the connected components of aM (2<_ k <-{-oo). We assume I'i is compact and disM (J', I )= min disM (l i, I';).
Then by Lemma (1.6), we see that w is a nonempty closed subset of Mo contained in Qrl n Q r2. Now we shall prove the assertion (1) of the theorem. Let x be any point of w. Then we see by (1.4) that, on some neighborhoods Cry, x~Tti of x (i=1, 2), the distance functions p1=discri, x (Cri, x n I'2, *) are smooth and satisfy (2.7) Dpi<(m-1)(h'lh)(pi) .
Since R=O and A=0, the right-hand side of (2.7) is equal to 0, so that both pi and p2 are superharmonic on some neighborhood U of x (U=(Cr1, \I7) r\ (Cr2, x\12)). In particular, pi+p2 is superharmonic on U. Since p1+p2 takes the minimum disM (l i, I'2) at x, we see that, on a neighborhood U' of x (U'CU), (2.8) pl+p2=disM (I'i, I '2) and hence (2,9) apt=0.
Then (2.8) implies that x is an interior point of w, since pl+p2>disM (l i, *)+ disM (T2, *)>_disM (l i, I'2). Thus w is an open and closed subset of M0, so that w=Mo= {x EM: O<disM (Ti, x)<disM (Ti, I'2)}. Moreover (2.9) and the equality discussion in Lemma (1.3) tell us that for any x EM0, the sectional curvature of any plane tangent to Qx vanishes, where Qx : [0, l] -} M is the unique geodesic joining ['1 to x such that disM (I'i, ax(t))=t for t E [0, l], and f is totally geodesic. Define a map ¶ : [0, disM (Ti, "2)] x 1 -~ M by P (t, y)=exprl(t (y)), where e :
A. KASUE Tl -+ I 'f is the unit inner normal vector field on f. Then P induces an isometry from the Riemannian product manifold [0, dish (J'1,1)1 X I'1 onto M. Next we shall show the assertion (2) of Theorem B. It follows from (1) of Theorem B that A > 0. Suppose dish (I', I'2)> 2C2 (R, A). Let x be a point of w; let Pi, p2 and U be as in the preceding proof. Then by (1.4) , we see that (2.10) 4(p1+p2)c(m-1){(h'/h)(p1)+(h'/h)(p2)} on U. Since pl+p2>_disM(T1i 1)>2C2(R, A), we see by (1.16 ) that the righthand side of (2.10) is nonpositive, that is, p1+p2 is superharmonic on U, and further it takes the minimum dish (I'1, T2) at x. Therefore taking account of the equality discussion after (1.14), we see that, on a neighborhood U' of x (U'CU), (2.11) pl+p2=disM (Ti, 1'2)=2C2 (R, A) and hence
Then (2.11) implies that x is an interior point of w, since pl+p2>_disM (Ti, *)+ disM (T2, *)> disM (I', I'2). Thus w is an open and closed subset of M0, so that w=Ma={xEM: 0<disk (Ii, x)<2C2(R, A)}. Moreover (2.12) and the equality discussion in Lemma (1.3) tell us that for any x M0, the sectional curvature of any plane tangent to Qx is equal to R, where ~x : [0, l] -~ M is the unique geodesic joining Tl to x such that disM (Ti, ux(t))=t for t E [0, l] and I'1 is totally umbilic (i.e., <SeX, Y>=h'(0) x <X, Y>). Let P : [0, 2C2 (R, A)] x I'1-+ M be the map defined as above. Then 1T induces an isometry from the warped product (1) If R=0, A=0 and MAN is connected, there exists an involutive isometry or of aM without fixed points and M is isometric to the quotient space [0, 21] X aM/GQ where GQ is the isometric group of [0, 2l] XaM which consists of the identity element and the involutive isometry 6 defined by o ((t, x))=(2l-t, Q(x)).
(2) I f R > 0, then A > 0 and disM (dM, N) <_ C2 (R, ). Moreover i f disM(aM, N)=C2(R, A), there is an involutive isometry 6 of aM without fixed points and M is isometric to the quotient space [0, 2C2 (R, A)] X haM/GQ, where h is as in Theorem B and GQ is as above.
PROOF OF THEOREM C. It follows from the assumptions that there is a geodesic ray r : [0, oo) --p M such that disM (aM, r(t))=t for t?0 (cf. Lemma (1.5)). Since r has no conjugate point, we see that R O. Let yr be the Busemann function with respect to r. Then r~r+PaM?0 (paM=disM(SM, *)) on the half-space Br by the triangle inequality and (~r+paM)(r(t))=0 for any t>_0 by the definition of lr. We remark here the following properties of ~r : Br= {x EM: zyr(x)<0} and for any a <0, (2.13) ~1r(x)=a+disM(x, ari(a))
on {x E Br : ijr(x)>_ a} (cf. [11: Lemma 7] and Lemma (1.7)). Set cv= {x E M:
iir(x)+ paM(x)=0}. Then by (2.13) and Lemma (1.5), we see that cv is a closed subset of Mo contained in QaM n Br. Let x be a point of w. Then we see by (1.4) that, on some neighborhood CaM, x\dM of x, the distance function pi= discaM > x (CaM, x n dM, *) is smooth and satisfies
On the other hand, we see by Lemma (1.13) that (2.15) as a distribution on Br. Therefore by (2.14) and (2.15), we have
as a distribution on a neighborhood U of x. Suppose R=0 and A=0. Then the right-hand side of (2.16) is equal to 0, that is, Pi+ it is superharmonic on U, and further it takes the minimum 0 at x. Therefore we see that, on a neighborhood U' of x (U' C U), (2.17) p1+=0
and hence (2.18) Dpi=O.
Then (2.17) implies that x is an interior point of w, since pl±r~r>_disM(aM, *) +r7r>_0. Thus cv is an open and closed subset of M0, so that cv=Q8M=Br=Mo. Moreover (2.18 ) and the equality discussion in Lemma (1.3) tell us that for any x E M0, the sectional curvature of any plane tangent to o x vanishes, where cry: [0, l] -~ M is the unique geodesic joining aM to x such that disM (dM, o•x(t)) =t for t E [0, l], and aM is totally geodesic. Let P : [0, oo) x aM --~ M be the map defined by ¶(t, y)=expaM (tr(y)), where e : aM-~ (aM)1 is the unit inner normal vector field on aM. Then P. is an isometry from the Riemannian product manifold [0, oo) X FM onto M. This completes the proof for the assertion (2) of Theorem C. As for the last assertion (3), we'see by the preceding assertion (2) that R < 0 and by (3) of Theorem A that A >_ -Now suppose A=-/P. ~-Then the right-hand side of (2.16) is equal to 0. Therefore the same argument as in the preceding assertion (2) Since aQ is compact, there is a ray r : [0, oo) -~ Q such that pao(r(t))=t for any t>_0, where pass=disM (aQ, *). Let rI r be the Busemann function with respect to r. Then by Lemma (1.12) (R=0), rl r is superharmonic on M. Moreover Lemma (1.8) (R=0) tells us that pN=disM(N, *) is superharmonic on MAN. In particular, rI r+ pass is superharmonic on Br (pao= p N,Q) and further it takes the minimum 0 on Br, since (air+pao)(r(t))=0 for any t?0. Therefore by the same reason as in the proof of (2) in Theorem C, we see that rir+ paQ=0 on 12, so that both ~I r and paQ are harmonic. In particular, i 1(a) is a (imbedded) minimal hypersurf ace for any a <0, since the trace of the second fundamental form of 711(a) is equal to ()I,-' a) by (2.13). Therefore {x Q: ii(x)<a} for any a<0 satisfies all the conditions of (2) in Theorem C. This shows that the map ? a : (a, oo) X ri-1(a) -~ Q (a <0) defined by 11a(t, x)=expx (t (x)) ((x)=-grad ij (x)) is an isometry from the Riemannian product (a, oo) X 111(a) onto Q. This completes the proof of the theorem. Now it would be interesting to give an alternative proof of the following Cheng's theorem [6] as an application of Theorem A.
THEOREM (Cheng) . Let M be a connected compact Riemannian manifold without boundary. Suppose the Ricci curvature of M>_(m-1)R (m=dimM and R>0) and the diameter of M=//T. Then M is isometric to the standard sphere S(R) o f constant curvature R.
PROOF. Let p and q be two points in M such that disM (p, q)=it/~/R. Fix any small s >0. We write B E (q) for the metric open ball centered at q with radius s. Then Lemma (1.1) shows that apq<(m-l) AE on dB, (q), where pq= disM(q, *) and A,= J] cosv/Rs/sine. This implies that (2.19 ) the trace of S~-(m-1) AE, where Se is the second fundamental form . of aBE (q) with respect to a unit normal vector of dBE (q) which points to MBE (q). Moreover by the assumption: disM(p, q)=rr/v , we see that (2.20) i (MBE (q))=C1(R, AE).
Thus by (2.19) and (2.20) , we see that MBE (q) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem A, so that MBE (q) is isometric to B (C1 (R, AE) ; R). Since c is any small positive constant, we can conclude that M is isometric to Sm(R). This completes the proof of the theorem. Finally we shall show the following THEOREM 2. Let M be a connected, complete Riemannian manifold of dimension m without boundary. Suppose the sectional curvature of M>_R>0 and suppose there are isometric minimal immersions ri : Ni --M (i=1, 2) from connected, compact Riemannian manifolds Ni of dimensions ni>0 into M. Then disM(N1,N2) <rr/2~/R , where Ni=ci (Ni) (i=1, 2). Moreover i f the equality holds and n1+ n2>_m-1, then n1+n2=m-1 and (M, N1, N2)=(Sm(R), Sm(R)nL1, Sm(R)nL2)/I, where Sm(R)= {vERm+1: IIvII=1/~/R}, Li (i=1, 2) are mutually orthogonal linear subspaces of Rm 1 with dim Li=ni+1, and F acts reducibly on Sm(R) leaving both L1 and L2.
PROOF. The first assertion of our theorem is well known (cf. e.g., [10: Chap. IV, Theorem 6.3] and Lemma (1.10)). Now we shall show the second assertion of the theorem. Set pi=disM(Ni, *) (i=1, 2). Then by Lemma (1.10), we see that each pi satisfies pi<C1(R, 0)=~r/2i/R and Dpi~(m-ni-l) (f'/ f) (pi)+ni (h'/ h) (pi) as a distribution on A1= {x E M: 0< pi (x) < C1(R, 0) = rr/2~/R }. Therefore we see that p1+p2 satisfies (2.21) 4(p1+p2)~ n1 {(f'/f) (p2)+(h'/h) (p1)} +n2 {(f'/f) (p1)+(h'/h) (p2)} +(m-nl-n2-1) {(f'/f) (p1)+(f'/f) (p2)} as a distribution on Al n A2. Since dish (Nl, N2)=rr/2~/R and n1+n2>_m-l, (1.15) implies that the right-hand side of (2.21) is nonpositive, so that p1+p2 is superharmonic on Al n A2. Set w = {x E M: 0<p(x) i (i=1, 2), p1(x) + p2 (x) _ rr/2~/R}. Then w is a closed subset of M\(N1 U N2) contained in Al n A2i and further p1+p2 takes the minimum rr/2~/R on w. Therefore by the minimum principle for superharmonic functions, we see that pl+p2 is equal to rr/2~/R on a connected component of Al n A2 which intersects with w. This shows that w is open and closed in M\(N1 U N2), and (2.22) rrpl+p2=dish(Nl, N2)= 2/R on cv. If n l+ n2 > m-1, the right-hand side of (2.21) is negative. Therefore by (2.22) , we see that nl+n2=m-1, so that w=M\(N1UN2). That is, equality (2.22) holds everywhere on M. Hence we see that, for each i (i=1, 2), N1 is a closed (imbedded) submanifold of M and the exponential map expNi of N~ restricted to i= {v E Ni : II v II <r/2/} induces a diff eomorphism between V i and Vi={x~M: pi(x)<2r/24/R}, Therefore each pi (i=1, 2) is smooth on Vi\Nz and further by equality (2.22) on M, we have (1) is the unit sphere in Euclidean space of dimension n2. Hence Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 4.6 in [7] . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
